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This paper reports the rheological behavior of chitosan solutions that have been cross-linked with different amounts
of genipin, at body temperature and physiological pH. The effect of the cross-linker loading on the rheological
properties of hydrogels has been evaluated. The oscillatory time sweep method was used to monitor the dynamic
viscoelastic parameters during in situ (i.e., in the rheometer) gelation experiments, enabling the determination of
the gelation time. The stress and frequency sweeps were employed to measure G′ of the cured hydrogels. It was
found that the solutions of chitosan cross-linked with genipin, under physiological conditions, could form relatively
strong elastic gels when compared to those of pure chitosan. Moreover, the gelation time obtained from the
crossover of G′′ and G′ was in excellent agreement with the value obtained from the Winter–Chambon criterion.
A significant reduction on this parameter was achieved even at low genipin concentrations. This behavior suggests
that these formulations are able to be produced in situ and thus constitute promising matrices for cells and bioactive
molecule encapsulations.
Introduction
Chitosan, an amino-polysaccharide obtained by alkaline
deacetylation of chitin, is a nontoxic, biocompatible, and
biodegradable pH-dependent cationic polymer that has recently
found many applications in the biomedical field.1–3 It also has
important biological properties, such as antimicrobial activity
and ionic binding affinity with DNA. In addition to good film
and gel forming properties, one of chitosan’s most promising
features is its excellent ability to produce three-dimensional
scaffolds.2,4
Chitosan is typically not soluble in water, but chitosan
solutions can be obtained in acidic aqueous media (pH < 6),
which protonates its amino groups, rendering the polymer
positively charged and, thereby, overcoming associative forces
between chains. When solubilized, chitosan can form weak
intermolecular links through hydrophobic interactions between
residual acetyl groups. Chitosan gels can be obtained by
increasing the polymer concentration (concentration-induced
gelation) or by controlling the solution pH.5 Regarding the latter
methodology, the addition of specific basic salts, such as
glycerol-phosphate, allows the increase of the solution pH, due
to the neutralizing effect of the phosphate groups, and enables
the transformation of the original solution into a temperature-
controlled pH-dependent matrix. Such a solution remains in
liquid state below room temperature at pH values within the
physiologically acceptable neutral range (6.8 to 7.2) and turns
into gel when heated at body temperature, undergoing, therefore,
a heat-induced gelation.6–8 When the temperature is decreased,
the chitosan gel, under certain conditions, returns to the solution
state, which allows the establishment of a temperature-induced
cyclic behavior.
The formation of far stronger and more extensive intermo-
lecular associations is possible through chemical cross-linking
processes (covalent bond forming), which impart additional
valuable properties to the resulting materials. In particular, cross-
linking can be used to enhance mechanical strength and chemical
stability, to control aqueous permeability and solubility, and to
decrease the aqueous swelling features of chitosan-based
materials.1,9–14
For long-term drug delivery applications, chemically induced
cross-linking under physiological conditions gives rise to
materials with better performance compared to physical cross-
linking, as the former produces relatively stable hydrogel
networks with predictable degradation behavior.15 However, the
toxicity of cross-linking agents presents a major drawback in
the use of polymers as injectable matrices or as in situ-forming
polymer scaffolds, because their seepage into body fluids can
be harmful, even at low concentrations.16 Recently, a new cross-
linking agent, genipin, has been successfully used for such a
purpose.14 Genipin has been reported to bind with biological
tissues17 and biopolymers, such as chitosan and gelatin,18–20
leading to covalent coupling. It works as an effective cross-linking
agent for polymers containing amino groups and is much less
cytotoxic than glutaraldeyde (mostly used for chitosan cross-
linking),21 thus satisfying one of the requirements imposed for
its application in injectable matrices. Besides, it has been
reported that the genipin cross-linked chitosan membranes
exhibit a slower degradation rate than their glutaraldeyde cross-
linked counterpart.13 Regarding drug delivery systems, it has
been shown that the addition of genipin, in situ under physi-
ological conditions, to a formulation containing chitosan allows
extending the drug release period.22
Another property that plays a key role in the design of
injectable scaffolds is the solidification rate or gelation time of
the precursors. As a matter of fact, the gelation time also needs
to be balanced, as it should be short enough to prevent
heterogeneous distribution of cells and bioactive molecules and
to keep the gel highly cohesive at the injection site, but on the
other hand, it should be of sufficient duration to allow for a
proper surgical procedure to take place.23 Despite the relevance
of this property, that is, related to the structure and composition
of the formulations as well as their processing conditions, the
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works related with this parameter are rather scarce. In fact, most
of the rheological studies reported in the literature are mainly
concerned with the improvement of the final mechanical
properties and network stability of chitosan hydrogels.11–14
Besides, most of these hydrogels involve synthetic polymers
and are not produced under physiological conditions (essential
to keep high cell viability and molecular bioactivity).23
The work described in this paper is a further step in the
investigation of the rheological behavior of chitosan-genipin
solutions and the networks subsequently formed, at body
temperatures and physiological pH values, in order to assess
their potential for use as injectable scaffolds.
Theoretical Background. Because gelation is a gradual
transition from a viscoelastic liquid to a viscoelastic solid, the
measurements of rheological properties, being very useful, have
been performed by various research groups to characterize
chitosan solutions, gels, and cross-linked networks.7,24–30
Dynamic rheometry is a powerful tool for monitoring the
gelation (or cross-linking) and microstructural changes in a
material.31 This is because it allows properties to be probed in
“at rest” conditions without disruption of the microstructure.
In addition, rheometry is an effective method for studying the
curing of thermosetting polymers and for the examination of
viscoelastic material functions, such as dynamic shear moduli,
G′ and G′′, and loss tangent, tan (δ), defined as follows.32
The shear elastic (or storage) modulus, G′, is defined as the
amplitude ratio of the component of the stress (σ0) in phase
with the strain to the strain amplitude (γ0):
G′ ) σ0 cos(δ) ⁄ γ0 (1)
where δ is the phase angle between stress and strain. Similarly,
the shear viscous (or loss) modulus, G′′, is the amplitude ratio
of the component of the stress in quadrature with the strain to
the strain amplitude:
G′′ ) σ0 sin(δ) ⁄ γ0 (2)
For a perfect solid, the stress and strain waveforms are in
phase, with δ ) 0°, G′′ ) 0, and G′ having a finite value. Thus,
for a given value of γ0, G′ gives a measure of the energy that
is stored elastically by the system per cycle when subjected to
frequency oscillation. Also, for a perfect liquid, the stress and
the strain waveforms are in quadrature: δ ) 90°, G′ ) 0, and
G″ is finite. For such a situation, G″ represents a measure of
the energy that is dissipated during flow per cycle of oscillation
for each value of γ0. It follows that for any real system, with a
phase displacement lying between the two classical extremes
of behavior, the relative magnitudes of the storage and loss
moduli will provide information regarding the proportion of the
energy input that is stored elastically and that which is dissipated
during the flow over each cycle of frequency oscillation. The
combination of eqs 1 and 2 provides the following useful
relationship:
tan(δ) ) G ″G′ (3)
The loss tangent gives a measure of the ratio of the energy
loss to the energy stored and indicates the overall viscoelasticity
of the sample.28
The formation of polymer gels can be monitored from the
development of the viscoelastic functions of the material at the
gel point. The gel point is one of the more important physical
parameters of the gelation process, characterized by the ap-
pearance in the reactive system of a macromolecule with an
infinitely large molecular weight.33 In practice, a sudden loss
of flow due to the fact the viscoelastic properties change abruptly
from an initially liquid-like state to a solid-like state is the most
common and conventional fingerprint to the determination of
the sol–gel transition point.34,35 Consequently, the sol–gel
transition can be easily determined from rheological data,
because it coincides with the point at which G′ intersects G′′.
However, a more general and reliable method for identifying
the sol–gel transition is based on the Winter–Chambon crite-
rion,36 where the gel point is identified as the time instant at
which both G′ and G′′ follow power law behavior:
G′) k′ωn and G′′) k′′ωn (4)
Here, n denotes the exponent, ω is the angular frequency, k′
and k′′ are proportionality constants. The exponent n is termed
the relaxation exponent and can be intimately related to a
material’s structure.37 According to eq 4, the loss tangent is
given as:
tan(δ)) tan(n π2 ) (5)
Equation 5 implies that δ is independent of the frequency at
the gel point but is proportional to the relaxation exponent. The
validity of this theory has been proven to be appropriate for
describing a variety of chemically and physically cross-linked
systems.38
In the present work, oscillatory rheometry, operated in time,
stress, and frequency sweep modes was used for monitoring
continuously the viscoelastic properties associated with the
cross-linking during the gelling process and to characterizing
the mechanical properties of the chemically formed networks.
Rheological measurements were used to determine the gelation
time by two different approaches.
Materials and Methods
Materials. The chitosan used in the experiments was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich in a powder form, with a molecular weight of ap-
proximately 2 × 105 Daltons and a degree of deacetylation greater
than 85%. Hydrated -glycerol-phosphate disodium salt (C3H7
Na2O6P ·H2O; FW ) 218.05), used to adjust the pH of the chitosan
solutions, was also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Genipin (crystal-
like powders, reagent grade) was supplied by Challenge Bioproducts
Co., Taiwan. All other reagents and solvents used were of an analytical
grade.
Sample Preparation. A solution containing 2 g of chitosan in 100
cm3 of solution was prepared by dissolving the chitosan powder in
distilled water containing 0.5% (by volume) acetic acid at room
temperature. The chitosan solution was then filtered and subsequently
sonicated to remove the trapped air bubbles. The final product had a
light yellow color and a pH of 5. Thereafter, a given amount of glycerol-
phosphate disodium salt was dissolved in distilled water and carefully
added, drop by drop, under magnetic stirring, to the chitosan solution
to provide a clear and homogeneous liquid solution with a concentration
of 1.5 g of chitosan in 100 cm3 of solution, with a pH value of 7.0.
Genipin powder was dissolved in the resulting solution to produce
samples with genipin loadings of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20% (by
weight). Samples without genipin were used as a control. To evaluate
the influence of the pH on the solution rheology, samples were also
prepared in the same way without the addition of the glycerol-phosphate
disodium salt. The hydrogels of different cross-linking densities were
subsequently cured for 12 h at 37 °C and subjected to oscillatory
rheometry.
Rheological Characterization. The rheological characterization of
the hydrogel samples was performed in a C-VOR rheometer from
Bohlin Instruments, Inc., U.S.A., fitted with a cone-and-plate geometry
(cone angle of 4° and diameter of 20 mm or 40 mm) and a circulating
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environmental system for temperature control. The rheometer used is
a shear stress controlled instrument that consists of applying a torque
(force) and measuring the resultant displacement (movement). Torque
and displacement are converted to “rheological format” by means of
the measuring system constants. To prevent drying of the samples
during experiments, a steel ring of ∼60 mm was placed around the
measuring geometry, the annulus was filled with water, and the sample-
holding region was sealed with an insulated cover.
As soon as the sample was introduced onto the plate, the data were
collected (time t ) 0).
The test methods employed were oscillatory temperature, time, stress,
and frequency sweeps at a constant temperature of 37 °C and a
physiological pH (except for the temperature sweep experiments, where
the temperature was varied from 5 to 80 °C and the pH ) 5 was also
tested).
A temperature sweep was used to study the thermal behavior of
chitosan solutions with and without cross-linking agent at two different
pH values. The experiments were performed at a low oscillation
frequency (1 Hz) and a small deformation (0.01) to ensure that the
experimental conditions did not interfere with the gelation process. The
chitosan solutions were subjected to a temperature ramp in the range
of 5–80 °C, with a rate of increase of 2 °C/min. The thermoreversibility
of the gels was also investigated by decreasing the temperature from
80 to 5 °C at the same rate (2 °C/min).
A time sweep at a constant shear frequency (1 Hz) in the linear
viscoelastic region (LVR) was performed to monitor the in situ gelation
behavior of the hydrogel dispersions, enabling the monitoring of the
evolution of elastic stored modulus, G′, and the viscous loss modulus,
G′′, with time. The dynamics of both viscoelastic characteristic functions
were employed to determine the gelation time, the instant at which G′
intersects G′′. Alternatively, the gelation time was determined by
employing the Winter–Chambon criterion, using multifrequency experi-
ments in the range of 1 to 10 Hz, aiming to validate the values achieved
from time sweep tests at one frequency.
Finally, the stress sweep, at a constant frequency of 1 Hz, was used
on the hydrogels to determine the linear viscoelastic region profiles by
shearing them until structure breakdown and to determine G′ values.
It should be noted that both the time and stress sweeps provide G′ and
G′′ information on the structural integrity of the cross-linked network
but in different physical environments. The hydrogels were also
subjected to a frequency sweep in the linear viscoelastic region (stress
of 20 Pa) to study the viscoelastic performance over a wide range of
frequencies (0.01 to 100 Hz).
Results and Discussion
Oscillatory Temperature Sweep. In the range of tempera-
tures studied, the pure chitosan solution, without any cross-
linking agent, at pH 5 did not turn into gel state when heated.
On the contrary, the pure chitosan solution at the physiological
pH, became a gel as demonstrated by Figure 1. The sharp rise
of the elastic stored modulus, G′, upon heating (curve i),
attributed to the gelation process, which indicates that the liquid
solution turned into a solid-like gel in the vicinity of 50 °C,
while the decrease of the same modulus upon cooling (curve
ii) reveals a certain thermoreversibility, that is, a tendency of
the gel to return to the liquid state, as reported by other authors.
As the temperature of the incipient gelation depends on the
chitosan molecular weight and on the degree of deacetylation,6
the above value is specific to the sample under testing.
The gelation mechanism of gel systems prepared by neutral-
izing pure chitosan solutions with a weak base, such as
-glycerol-phosphate (pKa ) 6.65 at 25 °C39), may involve a
broad range of molecular interactions, including electrostatic
repulsion between like-charged chitosan chains, electrostatic
attraction between the oppositely charged chitosan and the
phosphate moiety of -glycerol-phosphate, hydrophobic effects,
and hydrogen-bonding interactions between the chitosan chains.
However, the hydrophobic interactions between the residual
acetyl groups and the reduced solubility are the major driving
forces for chitosan gelation at high temperature, in the presence
of -glycerol-phosphate.8
To investigate the gelation behavior of chitosan solutions with
a cross-linking agent (genipin), chitosan solutions at different
genipin loadings and pH values were subjected to temperature
ramping. As expected, the cross-linking process revealed no
thermoreversible characteristics. The results presented in Table
1 indicate that the temperature of incipient gelation, determined
as the crossover point of the elastic (G′) and viscous (G′′)
moduli, decreases both with the cross-linking density and with
the pH.
These results also show that, for chitosan solutions that have
been neutralized to physiological pH via -glycerol-phosphate,
the addition of 0.15% of genipin provokes the transformation
of the liquid solution into a solid-like gel at around 37 °C. Based
on these observations and taking into consideration the in vivo
applications of these gels (where the solution will be injected
into the body and allowed to gel in situ), all subsequent
rheological tests were performed at physiological conditions (a
pH value of 7 and a temperature of 37 °C).
Oscillatory Time Sweep. To improve knowledge regarding
the gelation kinetics and gel properties, the rheological behavior,
decomposed in both components G′ and G′′ moduli, was
monitored. Although the gelation time determination strategy,
based on the intersection of elastic and viscous moduli, has been
repeatedly used in literature, it often provides a rough ap-
proximation.28 To overcome this limitation, a more rigorous
approach, based on multifrequency experiments (Winter–Cham-
bon criterion) was also used.
Figure 1. Sol–gel transition of a pure chitosan solution at the
physiological pH (pH ) 7) during a heating–cooling cycle between 5
and 80 °C, at 2 °C/min.
Table 1. Dependence of the Temperature of Incipient Gelation on
the pH Values and on the Cross-Linking Densities
incipient gelation temperaturea [°C]
genipin [%w] pH ) 5 pH ) 7
0.00 no gel formed 47.4-48.5




a Determined as the crossover point of G′ and G′′ curves.
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Figure 2 shows the time sweep profiles of elastic (G′) and
viscous (G′′) moduli near the gel point for pure chitosan solution
(A) and for 0.10% (B) and 0.15% (C) genipin concentration
networks. At the beginning, G′′ was larger than G′, which was
expected because the samples were still in a liquid state and,
thus, viscous properties dominated. As the solutions began to
turn into a gel-like state due to the formation of the cross-linked
network (in the case of networks containing 0.10% and 0.15%
of genipin), both moduli increased. However, the rate of increase
of G′ (∆G′/∆t) was higher than that of G′′ because the elastic
properties started to dominate. This difference in the rates leads
to a G′ and G′′ crossover. The time required to achieve this
crossover is, as mentioned above, the gelation time. From Figure
2, it is also evident that higher genipin concentrations lead to
lower gelation times, indicating that genipin is the rate limiting
reactant during this early phase of the process. It should also
be stressed that the gelation time decreases from about 8 min
to about 2 min when the genipin concentration is increased from
0 to 0.15%, which represents a significant reduction (75%).
As pointed out before, the gelation time was also evaluated
from the plots of loss tangent (tan(δ)) versus time at different
constant frequencies for pure as well as cross-linked chitosan
hydrogel networks. One can see from Figure 3 that tan(δ)
Figure 2. Dynamics of elastic, G′, and viscous, G′′, moduli near the
gel point, at 1 Hz (A, pure chitosan; B and C, 0.10% (w) and 0.15%
(w) genipin chitosan concentration network, respectively). The gelation
time is determined as the time at which G′ and G′′ intersect each
other.
Figure 3. Loss tangent, tan(δ) vs time for different constant shear
frequencies (A, pure chitosan; B and C, 0.10% (w) and 0.15% (w)
genipin chitosan concentration network, respectively). The gelation
time is determined as the time at which tan(δ) curves intersects.
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becomes frequency independent at the gel point. Beyond this
point, tan(δ) decreases more gradually with time due to the fact
the magnitude of the rise of G′ is higher than that of G′′ as a
result of the formation of an elastic fractal gel. As indicated in
Table 2, the formulations studied have reached the gel point
for different gelation times, these being very similar to those
achieved by the first approach (Figure 2). These results show
that the gelation time is, as expected, inversely proportional to
the genipin concentration. The cross-linking density dependence
of the gelation is well described (R2 ) 0.97) by
tg ) 8.65e
–10.19C (6)
where tg, is the gelation time (min), and C the genipin loading.
Together with the gelation times, Table 2 also lists the values
of the relaxation exponent, n, estimated from the values of tan(δ)
at the gel point (Figure 3) using eq 5. The values of the
relaxation exponent at the gel point (≈0.63) are in good
agreement with the value predicted from the percolation theory
(n ≈ 2/3).37
It can be concluded that for applications that require chitosan-
based matrices with reduced gelation times, genipin is a
potentially useful cross-linking agent. In fact, long gelation times
can lead, for example, to excessive drug diffusion in drug
delivery systems40 or heterogeneous cell distribution within the
matrix as in tissue engineering.23 Genipin can thus be used in
optimally designing the gel with respect to the gelation time.
To investigate the gelation mechanism within a larger period
of the time, the viscoelastic properties of solutions during the
gelling process (without and with cross-linking) were monitored
by performing time sweep experiments. Figure 4 shows the
typical time sweep profiles of G′ and G′′ for a chitosan network
that was cross-linked with 0.15% genipin (up to 7 h).
The most striking feature of this figure is the presence of a
discontinuity in the dynamics of G′. In fact, this curve shows
that the cross-linked chitosan hydrogel reaches an upper strength
limit, followed by a faster reduction, with the form of a near
discontinuity at around 130 min, subsequently achieving the
structural network steady state.
Similar profiles, obtained with an analogous rheometer, have
been reported by other authors for different systems (aqueous
chitosan-2,5-dimethoxy-2,5-dihydrofuran41 and organogels pro-
duced from poly(ethylene glycol) and dibenzylidene sorbitol).42
The sudden reduction of the elastic modulus is probably related
to the syneresis properties of the cross-linked gels. Typically
observed in strong polysaccharide gels, including some cross-
linked chitosan systems, syneresis is a process that occurs when
the cross-link density reaches a critical point at which the
network pressure exceeds the osmotic counter-pressure that is
generated by water bound within the gel structure.41 As a result,
the gelled body contracts in size, expelling free water (this was
experimentally observed during the preparation of the cured
hydrogels). Syneresis is characterized by a molecular reorga-
nization of the macromolecular network involving both the
disruption and the formation of some bonds.43 When occurring
during cone-and-plate oscillatory rheometry, syneresis can affect
experimental measurements by causing the gel to shrink away
from the cone. Such behavior leads to a large reduction in the
contact area between the gel and the rheometer cone, making
G′ reach a maximum value over a relative short time frame,
beyond which its values rapidly decrease.
In addition to the peculiar G′ behavior, Figure 4 also shows
the random variation of G″, which is due to the values of the
angle δ being below the sensitivity limit of the transducer of
the rheometer. Nevertheless, these values are always larger than
zero, indicating the viscoelastic nature of these hydrogels.
Oscillatory Stress Sweep. The stress range over which G′
is independent of the applied shear stress is the linear viscoelastic
region (LVR). The LVR profiles of all cross-linked hydrogel
networks were determined, as well as that of pure chitosan
hydrogel, by subjecting them to a stress sweep until structure
breakdown. Because the cross-linking reaction is expected to
develop over varying time scales (minutes to days), the
evaluation of rheological tests with time becomes impractical.
In the present work, the rheological properties, namely, the LVR
profile and frequency response of G′, were determined consider-
ing that the fixed curing time is 12 h.
The effect of the stress amplitude on the cured hydrogels is
shown in Figure 5. Over the LVR and as indicated in the subset
graph on the left, the applied stress is in phase with the resulting
strain (δ ) 0). Beyond the LVR, the elastic modulus abruptly
decreased, indicating that the structure breakdown occurred as
a consequence of the large deformations imposed (stress is not
in phase with the corresponding strain (δ > 0), as depicted in
the subset graph on the right). The stress at which a polymeric
system begins to show nonlinear viscoelastic behavior is
generally designated as the critical shear stress.
Figure 5 also shows that the augmentation of the cross-linking
density leads to (i) an expected increase of G′, because it
represents the elastic component of the materials deformation
which, in turn, is correlated with the number of effective
intermolecular cross-links formed in the hydrogel network and
(ii) an increase in the critical shear stress and, consequently,
the extension of LVR. Indeed, the critical shear stress of the
highest cross-linking concentration network overcomes the pure
chitosan network shear stress by 1 order of magnitude (600 Pa
for a 0.20% genipin network against 60 Pa for the pure chitosan
hydrogel).
Table 2. Gelation Times and Relaxation Exponent Values for







0.00 8.19 0.63 ( 0.02
0.10 3.68 0.61 ( 0.02
0.15 1.68 0.66 ( 0.01
a Defined as the time at which tan(δ) is independent of the frequency.
b Calculated from eq 5: n ) 2/π tan-1(tan(δ)) at the gel point.
Figure 4. Dynamics of elastic and viscous moduli for a chitosan
network cross-linked with 0.15% (w) genipin.
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Oscillatory Frequency Sweep. Frequency sweep experiments
were carried out to investigate the gel properties of the cured
systems, namely, the stability of three-dimensional cross-linked
networks. The cured hydrogels were subjected to a frequency
sweep from 0.01 to 100 Hz. From the LVR profiles presented
above (Figure 5), an appropriate shear stress (20 Pa) was selected
to be as high as possible to avoid a torque that was too low.
Figure 6 presents the plot of G′ versus oscillatory frequency
(top panel). The data obtained reveal that for all of the hydrogels,
G′, exhibits a plateau in the range 0.01–10 Hz, which is
indicative of a stable cross-linked network. This G′ frequency-
independent feature also indicates a solid-like behavior in the
cured systems. At higher frequencies, all of the hydrogels
presented an increase in G′, corresponding to the highest rate
of increase with respect to the pure chitosan hydrogel and the
lowest with respect to the hydrogel with largest percentage of
genipin (0.20%).
This behavior was expected because the magnitude of the
viscoelastic response of a polymeric network is first governed
by the length of the flexible polymer chains and then by the
nature of the imposed mechanical motion.44–46 Longer chains
have characteristic longer relaxation times. The polymer chain
segments between cross-links are longer for the less cross-linked
networks and, thus, will give origin to lower molecular motion
frequencies than those arising from the highly cross-linked
networks. However, at higher frequencies, long chains fail to
rearrange themselves in the time scale of the imposed motion
and, therefore, stiffen up, assuming a more “solid-like” behavior
that is characterized by a sharp increase in G′, as observed in
Figure 6, because shorter polymer chains resulting from highly
cross-linked networks exhibit smaller relaxation times. They
require higher applied frequencies to obtain a similar response,
leading to a gradual rise in G′.
The plot of strain versus applied frequency (bottom panel in
Figure 6) further emphasizes this behavior. Indeed, at lower
frequencies (up to 1 Hz), the hydrogel network that is cross-
linked with the highest genipin concentration exhibits a smaller
strain compared to that of the hydrogel cross-linked with 0.05%
of genipin because the former is stiffer, as it was shown in
Figure 5. However, due to chain stiffening at higher frequencies,
hydrogels obtained with a genipin concentration of 0.05%
produce less deformation than the highly cross-linked networks,
thus leading to a more “solid-like” structure.
These results show that the genipin reagent can be used to
provide cross-linking chitosan networks whose mechanical
performance can be tailored to meet the demands of specific
applications.
Conclusions
Rheometry was used to elucidate the formation and the final
structure of hydrogels that were prepared by the interaction/
reaction of chitosan and genipin as the cross-linker. The effect
of the genipin loading on the network was also evaluated.
Rheological monitoring during hydrogel synthesis was employed
to determine the gelation time, a determinant variable in the
use of biopolymeric structures for injectable or scaffold ends.
The gelation time was measured by two different rheological
approaches: (i) by the crossover point of the G′ and G′′ and (ii)
by the Winter–Chambon criterion. Both approaches provide
consistent estimates and the results are in excellent agreement.
At 37 °C and physiological pH, the results showed that the cross-
linking biopolymer genipin at a loading of 0.15% reduces the
gelation time from 8 min (corresponding to pure chitosan) to
less than 2 min, which represents an improvement of around
75%.
The results also showed that the increase of the cross-linker
loading in the cured hydrogel led to an increase of the steady
state G′ and, thus, the enhancement of their elasticity, which is
a clear indication of the improvement on the three-dimensional
cross-linked networks stability.
The main conclusion of this study is that, under physiological
conditions, the viscoelastic features of a chitosan solution, and
its gelling ability, can be tuned by changing the genipin loading.
In view of this behavior, these formulations can be produced
in situ. They are, thus, promising matrices for the encapsulation
cells and bioactive molecules. However, the biological perfor-
mance of these formulations should be evaluated before final
conclusions can be drawn.
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